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In this smaH book Anthony Pinn distilis the powerful argument in his
earlier Terror and Triumph.' The Nature of Black Religion (Minneapolis:
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The essayists balance enthusiasm for Lewis's work and respect for his
unquestioned erudition with insightful critiques that assist the contemporary
reader in engaging his thought in our own time. Thus, for instance, J. Wolfe
carefully contextualizes Lewis's views of power in his intellectual and social
setting, explaining without defending or attacking the roles of "hierarcha1ism"
and "surrender" in his theology and stories. Similarly, A. Loades patiently
walks readers through Lewis's arguments against the ordination of women
and for compleinentarian gender roles; without being dismissive, she effectively
raises questions about the degree to which Lewis's views transcend his own
circui'nstances. When Stanley Hauerwas examines Lewis's views of violence
in light of the Christian non-violence tradition, the result is an honest and
helpful attempt to respect differences and point to areas of meaningful
convergence. In short, one finds not stale restatements or fawning praise but
frank assessment and purposeful responses. This sober methodology is carried
out by a bevy of reliable and ei'ninent contributors (including the aforementioned writers, note also Alan Jacobs on the Chronicles of Narnia, T. A.
Shippey on the Ransom trilogy, and co-editor Michael Ward on suffering.
Actually, I am hard-pressed to find a weak essay in the batch). The volui'ne
concludes with two bibliographies (one of Lewis's writings and one of
principal works on Lewis) and a substantive genera) index that helpfully sets
Lewis's works in bold. The Cambridge Companion to C. S. Lewis provides a
reliable snapshot of the current state of Lewis studies. It is a useful reference
tool for anyone (student, scholar, or fan) interested in matters Lewisian.
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scholar (literaiy critic and theorist, intellectual historian, and classicist),
thinker (on Scripture, theology, naturalisi'n, moral knowledge, discernment,
love, gender, power, violence, and suffering), and writer, focusing especially
on Lewis's fiction and poetry. Fortunately, most of Lewis's writings, not just
his fiction and poetry, receive considerable treatment interspersed in the
"scholar" and "thinker" essays, and some of those essays are analyses of
specific books (e.g., J. Cassidy's "On discernment" focuses on The Screwtape
Letters and Letters to Malcolm, and C. Simon provides a potent intei1:iretation
of Lewis's Four Loves in her "On Love"). Essays are clearly written,
appropriately concise (they average 14 pages, including endnotes a'fter each
one), and provide critical engagement with Lewis. The value of this Iast
quality cannot be overstated since interest in Lewis and his works shows no
signs of abating and since (not unrelatedly) the preponderance of sentimental
and/or oppoitunistic appropriations of Lewis continues (there are even rumors
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'ortress, 2003) in just over one hundred pages. The core of his argument is
hat African American religion is a striving for "complex subjectivity" in a
ociety that has often treated African Americans as objects rather than
ubjects. Focusing primarily on Atrican American Christian traditions and the
'4ation of Islam, Pinn locates African American religion in the bodies of
kfrican Americans making meaning in the world.

Pinn begins his study with an overview of the nature of slavery in the
kmericas. This starting place is impoitant,for Pinn because he argues that
vhat makes African American religion unique is its response to the terror of

he American experience for African slaves and their descendants. In this way,
Vrican American religion is unintelligible without a deep understanding of
he historical experience of Africans in America. Focusing on the embodied
:xperience of African Americans and their material culture, Pinn argues
tgainst the tendency in the study of African American religion to locate such
eligion in "the Black Church," Christianity, or formally sanctioned religious
nstitutions. Rather, Pinn locates African American religion in every activity
kfrican Americans have undertaken to create ultimate meaning for their Iives
tnd in their world (64). Thus he finds religion as much in literature, clothing,
tit, and popular culture as he does in church buildings.
Pinn offers a compelling account of African American religion that

mempts to be grounded in embodied experience and to encompass more than
'the Black Church." His historical account of embodied and material religion

s convincing, and his formulation of "complex subjectivity" as a response to
he dehumanizing aspects of the historical experience of African At'nericans is
irudite. However, in his move to articulate complex subjectivity, he struggles
o maintain his stated concern with African American bodies and material

:ulture. Complex subjectivity, in this text, coi'nes across as quite subjective. It
s so subjective, in fact, that one may wonder if it is too broad a category
iccurately to be called "religion." Pinn anticipates.that these critics will raise
heir voices and makes a half-hearted attempt to cut them off by admitting,
ilbeit reluctantly, that such a thing as a non-religious African Ai'nerican can
:xist (97). However, he seems to want to say that every African American
itrives to achieve complex subjectivity in resistance to the objectifying
ispects of life in America for black bodies. Thus in his attempt to answer the
:1uestions "What is African American about African American religion?" and
'What is religious about African American re1igion?" he seems to be more
iuccessful in answering the former than the 1atter.
I recommend this text to those teaching introductory courses in American

aeligion, African American religion, and religious studies. Those Iooking for
iomething that is quick and accessible while also clearly explaining many key
.hemes in the study of African American religion will be pleased with this
.ext.
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Timeless.' Ancient Psaims for the Church Today, vol. l : In the Day of Distress
(Psalms l-4]), edited by R. MARK SHIPP. Abilene, TX: Abilene Christian
University Press, 2011. 320 pp. $19.99.
Shipp's introduction calls this spiral-bound paperback a "commentary
and metrical psalter" (13). Each of the forty-one psalms found in the first
division of the Book of Psali'ns in the Hebrew Bible is covered in this first of

three planned volumes. After a brief introduction, in which Shipp explains the
need for "in-depth study of the Psalms with worship in song" (15), the book
follows a consistent format of commentary and psalter for each entry. First,
the psalm is translated with symbols indicating roles for congregational
reading. Brief translation notes are included for difficult terms or phrases. A
"structure and poetry section" follows, classifying each psalm according to
form-critical genres and outlining additional 1iterary features. The "theo)ogy
and application section" draws out the main theological concerns of the psalm
and provides modem-day application for individual Christians and/or
congregations. The commentary section concludes with a brief "For Those
Who Sing Psalms"-a synopsis suitable for public reading that distiHs the
most important points from the material preceding it. The psalter section for
each psalm contains at least two musical settings of the text. Specia1 care is
taken to provide both "traditional" and "contemporary" settings. A system is
provided to designate the degree of difficulty for each setting, ranging from
simple (for those with little to no musical training) to settings intended only
for choral or special music groups. The majority of settings are labeled as
appropriate for congregational singing.
Timeless will provide a valuable resource for its stated audience of "church
1eaders, ministers, informed lay persons, and Bible teachers" who wish "to
obtain basic understanding of some of the concerns and issues found in a particular psalm, and go from there to worship in song" (15). The commentary sections are short and nontechnical in nature. The musical settings are varied and
inviting. Multiple indices allow easy searches of its contents. My only real
critique of this book is that the companion audio recordings for the arrangements-a compact disc mentioned in the introduction-does not come with

the volume itse)f. A brief search of the ACU Press website did not produce
any information about how one would obtain this audio tool, which would be
invaluable for those wishing to listen to or learn the songs themselves.
Abilene Christian University

MELINDA THOMPSON

F. F. Bruce.' A L4fe, by TIM GRASS. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2012. 283 pp.
$22.00.

Readers of Restoration Quarterly will find the first full-length biography
of F. F. Bruce by Tim Grass of interest at several levels. Bruce, of course,
needs little introduction as one of the most recognized biblical scholars of the
twentieth century. But Grass's sympathetic exploration of both his professional

